an introduction
to integrated
resource
management.

introduction.

Your business is our business.
It’s why we work with you to pioneer
new ways to optimise your resources,
save costs, maximise returns and
ensure your operation is fully compliant
with regulations.
Our expert consultants will do
everything and anything to help
build cost effective sustainability
into your business. Thinking what if?
Questioning why not? Always going
further to deliver more.

save costs.
optimise resources.
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our approach.

service matrix.

No two businesses are the same. It’s why we
tailor our service to innovate for yours.

Sustainable production

.W
 e start by familiarising ourselves with your

Compliance

operations – not from our desks, but from your site

.W
 orking with you, for you
. Immersing ourselves in your world and your targets
. Identifying new ways to save costs and turn
your waste into new revenue streams

. E ducating your workforce on ways

Site management

Management information

Single supplier solution

Site engagement

Bespoke reporting

Consolidated invoicing

Commodity extraction

Cradle to grave tracking

Energy management

Site optimisation

Software and monitoring

Commodity returns

Waste as a resource

Commodity dashboard

Contract optimisation

they can help make a difference

It’s this hands-on, integrated approach that
enables us to reduce YOUR waste, pinpoint YOUR
recycling opportunities and maximise YOUR
resources throughout the manufacturing process.

Project management and consultancy
Sustainable procurement

tailored solutions.
hands-on expertise.
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integrated
resource
management

case study.
sector - food manufacturing.

100% innovation.
0% waste.
We have worked with our client – a leading
British supplier of fresh and added-value
food products - for over four years,
providing a wide range of integrated resource
solutions across their national network of
10 manufacturing facilities and 2 retail outlets.

solution.
We partnered with our client to divert waste from landfill across its estate, improve disposal
routes, increase rebates for recyclates and further reduce the overall cost per tonne.
Over the time, we have delivered a series of site-specific projects designed to drive effective
onsite segregation, commodity extraction and manage costs on an ongoing basis.

.
.
.
.

Waste analysis identified that 20% of general waste was comprised of recoverable
commodities. Onsite engagement resulted in these commodities being successfully
extracted, turning what was once disposed of as waste into a revenue stream of
c£165k p/a via rebates
To optimise transport and disposal cost, we migrated specific services from schedule
collections to a “call-off” system. This process optimised collections, container capacity
while also reducing transport costs, vehicle movements and the carbon footprint
Scoped and costed the possibility of an onsite wash plant, offering the opportunity
to reduce waste, increase reuse opportunities and deliver a potential net saving of
£2m over 5 years
Plastic to fuel project, exploring the opportunity to convert the significant volume
of plastic generated onsite back into heavy oil which could them be traded as fuel

results.
challenge.
To divert waste from landfill and
identify recycling opportunities.
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ZERO

£165K

60%

WASTE SENT
TO LANDFILL

REBATE REVENUE
GENERATED P/A

REDUCTION IN WASTE
MANAGEMENT COSTS

case study.
sector - automotive.

going the
extra mile.
We have supported this leading automotive
technology company at their Sudbury site
since 2007, introducing a wide range of waste
and resource management solutions designed
to support their key environmental objectives.

solution.
We worked onsite and embedded ourselves into our client’s team. We rolled out a full
recycling programme to capture recoverable commodities and convert residual
waste to Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF).

.
.
.

Full recycling programme - Securing recoverable commodities generated onsite
and managing rebates from all cardboard, plastics, wood and metals and some
hazardous wastes with best value rebate returned to site
Operational gains - Auditing of working practices identified situations where
a technology solution offered more cost effective solutions and supported core 		
production levels. An example includes the introduction of a onsite compactor
which saved 547.5 man hours per year
Full legal compliance - We have helped our client achieve full legal compliance
of all waste streams, complying with EA and all other regulatory bodies

results.
challenge.
To optimise onsite operations and
deliver on environmental goals.
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100%
DIVERSION FROM
LANDFILL

FULL LEGAL
COMPLIANCE ON
ALL WASTE STREAMS

40%
INCREASE IN
RECYCLING LEVELS

case study.
sector - food manufacturing.

food for thought.

solution.

We have worked in partnership with our
client – one of the UK’s largest food and
drink brands - for over 5 years and provide
integrated waste solutions across four
operational sites, helping drive landfill
diversion via the conversion of general waste
to Solid Recovered Fuel.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

We identified and implemented a pro-active programme of site-specific
innovations to reduce waste and costs. Key projects included:
Plastic granulation
Effluent processing
Can crushing
Line side signage and segregation
General waste hand sortation segregation
Material diversion from baling to reuse to increase rebates
Installation of new balers and compactors to maximise payloads
Implementation of Duty of Care and Compliance

results.
challenge.
Drive continuous improvement,
reduce waste and costs.
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£31K

68TN

25%

DECREASE IN
NET WASTE COSTS
2016 VS. 2015

REDUCTION IN
GENERAL WASTE
2016 VS. 2015

REDUCTION IN GENERAL
WASTE OVER LIFE
OF CONTRACT

case study.
sector - steel fabrication.

forging new
innovations
in resource
management.
Since 2010, we have supported our heavy
engineering client in their commitment to
achieve environmental compliance.

solution.
Operating a team of four full-time operatives, we provide a wide range of core, specialist and
hazardous waste solutions tailored to the individual needs of the 9 operational departments
located on the 64-acre-site.
In addition to supporting our client’s KPIs and CSR objectives, the team also provide solutions
for one-off items and provide monthly sampling and consigning via our dedicated chemist.
We have also introduced a 24/7 service to deal with hazardous waste spillages and emergency
waste removal. Other projects include:

.
.
.

Electric arc furnace dust - We divert this specialist waste stream through a Zinc Recovery
Process allowing it to be 100% recycled or recovered while also saving £60,000 per year
on disposal costs
Supply chain protection - We established a specialist disposal network for end of life
metals, helping to ensure that low grade materials exiting the site did not re-enter the
supply chain
Cost centre tracking - To correctly allocate waste spend and rebates amongst
departments, we created bespoke MI reports that provided detailed insight while allowing
consolidated invoicing

results.
challenge.
Provide a range of bespoke waste
solutions to reduce landfill
and increase recycling.
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£194K

£60K

99.8%

97%

REVENUE GENERATED
FROM RECYCLING

SAVING ON ELECTRIC
ARC FURNACE DUST
DISPOSAL COSTS

LANDFILL
DIVERSION

RECYCLING
RATES

case study.
sector - food manufacturing.

revolutionising
recycling.
We have partnered with Northern Ireland’s
largest private sector employer to lead
a recycling revolution among its 2000+
workforce.

solution.
Our client’s main site was already sending zero waste to landfill, and having its general
waste converted into Solid Recovered Fuel for the generation of heat and electricity.
However, the cost of waste disposal had risen by 15% in a year, and our client asked us
to see what could be done better. We found that the majority of material being converted
into fuel was in fact recyclable.

.
.
.
.
.

The agreed vision was the segregation of waste at each point
in the production process
Full staff engagement using a clear visual management system
To reflect this vision, the initiative was named Project OSCAR
(Online Segregation, Collection And Recycling)
The goal was to reduce waste disposal costs by 30% (initially)
and to turn the waste into a valuable resource
These tangible bottom line savings would also improve environmental
performance and help capture the best in class title

results.
challenge.
To manage waste streams in a way
that would benefit the environment
and save the business money.
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57%
INCREASE IN REBATES

50%

33%

REDUCTION IN
COMPACTORS LOADS

SAVINGS ON TOTAL
WASTE MANAGEMENT
COSTS

SUSTAINABLE IRELAND
AWARDS – WASTE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
OF THE YEAR

case study.
sector - food manufacturing.

fresh thinking.

solution.

Since 2009, we have partnered with one of
the UK's most popular high street chains to
provide a broad spectrum of waste services
to its manufacturing facilities, warehouses,
head office and 1,700 retail outlets.

.

As a responsible business with a clear focus on the environment, our client sets
themselves important green goals, including 100% of supply chain waste being
diverted from landfill. To help them meet their objectives, we have embarked on a
programme of continuous innovation:

.
.

Re-negotiation on gate fees, improved payloads via on going weight analysis,
introduction of compaction equipment and diversion of materials that sites may
previously have classed as general trade waste
Sustainable Supply chain initiatives including option to change rubber gloves for
compostable gloves, packaging materials and reducing the need for raw materials
by identifying and implementing reuse and recycled opportunities
Annual audit programme, focusing on internal segregation, external presentation,
best practice, increased recycling rates and application of the Waste Hierarchy
in line with any new waste streams coming on board

results.
challenge.
To divert 100% of supply chain waste
from landfill and deliver programmes
of continuous improvement.
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EXCEEDED TARGETS

ZERO

£450K

MANUFACTURING WASTE
SENT TO LANDFILL

SAVING GENERATED
SINCE 2015

£65K
REVENUE STREAM
ESTABLISHED VIA
BULK COMMODITY
TRADING

contact
us.
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Challenge us and discover how
we can pioneer cost-effective,
sustainable waste solutions
throughout your business.

Arrange your free consultation
today by contacting:
Trevor Yong
Head of Sales
07824 523801
trevor.yong@biffa.co.uk

